Obesity and Risk of Myocardial Infarction in Males
What is the Best Anthropometric Indicator in the Risk Prediction?
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Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of mortality worldwide. On the other hand, ischaemic heart disease is the world’s big killer in males [1]. Worldwide overweight and obesity are an epidemic with high prevalence in adults [2,3]. Among anthropometric indicators, body mass index (BMI) has been associated with both cardiovascular mortality and myocardial infarction (MI) [4-6]. But in spite of its wide use is only a surrogate measure of general body fatness and does not provide accurate information on the body composition of risk. However, BMI is the anthropometric health metric proposed to define the construct of ideal cardiovascular health and Fuster-BEWAT score [7,8], although the real obesity-associated health risk is not absolutely dependent on factors such as lean and bone mass or stature per se. Other indicators such as waist circumference (WC) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) are associated to MI with higher discriminative ability [5-9], and WHR has been confirmed as strong indicator to explain risk attributable to obesity [6,9]. Thus, WHR was chosen as optimal index of abdominal obesity in the INTERHEART risk score [10]. However, we have demonstrated that the use of WHR for the association of obesity with MI would appear biased if the selected cut of points were not biologically equivalents with other anthropometric indicators as waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) [11].

It is noteworthy that obesity, defined as excess fat mass actually being responsible for most obesity-associated medical conditions but not all individuals at risk of MI are being identified by BMI or WHR [11-12]. It is clear that BMI fails to discriminate between harmful body fat and healthy musculoskeletal component actually being an inappropriate formula to assess the association between excess fat mass and MI [11,13].

Equally, it is well know that hip circumference depends on gluteal mass and gluteal - femoral fat, but it does not discriminate between both components. In this sense, WHR dividing two parallel transversal dimensions has showed lower anthropometric consistency for a causal association than WHtR [11,13]. The somatotype is defined as the quantification of the shape and composition of the human body in discriminating between relative fatness, musculoskeletal component and slenderness [14]. Since the Framingham study, component ratings have been associated with MI although the consistency and biological plausibility must to be well different from each particular component [11,13,15], Hence, the excessive body weight in individuals who have a high BMI and a normal fat mass (i.e., athletes with high mesomorphy rating) does not influence their cardiovascular risks [13,16].

Other obesity measures such as body fat percentage, WHtR, and conicity have been evaluated in coronary events and mortality prediction with relevant results [11-12,15,17]. However, none of these indicators appears as ideal health metric in the individual cardiovascular risk stratifications that include anthropometric variables [7-8,10].We know that the contribution of anthropometric measures to predict coronary
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Nevertheless, only those with both high whole-body fat and BMI and WHR with coronary heart disease [6,9,11,21] but expresses a quantitative body tridimensional space and the longitudinal dimension allow us construct WHtR which depends on statistical analysis. We have previously proposed that height factor per stature with non-anthropometric factors of atherosclerosis present hardly plausibility beyond association between short-stature and cardiovascular risk has been reported with potential explanations being the clear causal part of the anthropometric biological risk beyond other cardiovascular risk factors remains controversial. Maybe some of the obesity indicators used as proxies for adiposity assessment may not be the biological risk gold standards. Thus, the anthropometric robustness from BMI and WHR to link both harmful bodily components and cardiovascular risk is unclear and diffuse. Conceptually, each indicator provides its own anthropometric meaning with or without a verifiable and plausible associated biological risk. Ultimately, only a rigorous anthropometric interpretation about the real cardiovascular risk that involve obesity indicators could avoid confusing or paradoxical information, independently of the rest of metrics such as favorable lifestyle and other clinical factors that influence ideal cardiovascular health [7-8,10].

We have explored the association between body composition and obesity in MI to analyze a more consistent anthropometric risk profile [11,13,17]. Data still not published would confirm the association discriminative for component ratings and the anthropometric consistency of risk for each obesity indicator. In our research we have demonstrated that both BMI and WHR are not optimal indicators in MI risk prediction, at least in a sample of middle-aged adults that agrees with baseline anthropometric characteristics of those of thousands of European ethnicity infarcted males in the world [9-11,13].

To our knowledge, WC is a suitable proxy measure of visceral adiposity and the nuclear axis for both MI and mortality prediction [6,11,18]. Nevertheless, some indices capture higher dimension of risk, although WC always actually being the clear causal part of the anthropometric biological risk in their computational formulas [13]. In addition, an inverse association between height and risk of coronary heart disease has been reported with potential explanations being socioeconomic, genetic even anthropometrics [13,19-20].

However, in a strict anthropometric sense, height does not present hardly plausibility beyond association between short-stature with non-anthropometric factors of atherosclerosis [13,20]. We have previously proposed that height factor per se present a weak strength of causal association to MI and it depends on statistical analysis.

Interestingly, height would be a strong modulator factor in the energetic-metabolic balance process and would condition both body composition distribution and MI risk [13]. Height as longitudinal dimension allow us construct WHtR which expresses a quantitative body tridimensional space and the real biological risk by unit of height.

Evidence supports the statistical association for both BMI and WHR with coronary heart disease [6,9,11,21] but information bias may occur [11,13]. Overweight and obese people with high mesomorphy rating and/or short-stature could be present higher statistical risk than lean people. Nevertheless, only those with both high whole-body fat and segmental volume of risk would meet anthropometric criteria for an unhealthy risk association what is unsupported by BMI and WHR in all cases. It is time to shift the anthropometric concept on obesity and their relationship with both nutrition status and risk of coronary disease. In our opinion, an appropriate geographic region-specific and ethnicity-specific WHR cutoff value would be the easiest anthropometric tool with epidemiological causality criteria, in order to identify nutritional status in adult males at risk of MI.

From strict anthropometric reasons we could say: “Neither body weight nor short-stature or narrow hip is the cause of MI as natural killer in males. Acquired body composition by measuring both WC and height is the first suspect to be kept in mind through an individual body volume ratio that expresses the real component of risk”.
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